Schweninger, L. "Prosperous Blacks in the South, 1790-1880," The American Historical Review 95 (February 1990) :31-56. Available courtesy of Cambridge University Press, 1990 slaveownership. Much more detail is available for the middle years. In both cases, a "wealth model" allows us to examine the black economic elite with a degree of precision not previously possible.7
The broad temporal and spatial dimensions of the pages that follow require a few comments about structure and organization. While any chronological demarcation is partially arbitrary, the article captures two important transitions-from the late 1830s to the early 1840s, and from the 1860s to the early 1870s. Similarly, while geographical groupings tend to minimize intraregional diversity, the dissimilarity between prosperous blacks in the Upper and the Lower South-in origins, average wealth, occupations, phenotype (black or mulatto), gender, and residency (rural versus urban)-lends itself to comparative analysis and forms a sub-regional context.8 Finally, to understand fully the changes occurring from one generation to the next-the rise, leveling, and relative decline in the lower states; the slow, early growth and rapid middle-period expansion in the upper states-it is necessary to examine the different social and cultural values among prosperous blacks in both parts of the South as well as their changing relationship with whites.
THE ORIGIN OF THE MOST PROSPEROUS group of blacks can be traced to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when some white men in the Lower South took black women as their sexual partners and bequeathed them, or their mulatto children, land and slaves. Along the Atlantic seaboard, where British traditions and racial prejudices prevailed, only a few dozen black families acquired landed estates in such a manner, but along the Gulf Coast, and in Louisiana, where Spanish and French customs (as well as the small number of white women) encouraged interracial unions, several hundred free black families received or inherited property from whites. While marriage between whites and slaves, or free blacks, was illegal in every state, mixed racial couples became so common in 7 In general, when the true value as opposed to the assessed value (usually, one-third to one-half of the actual value). of an individual's land can be determined, the lower limit of $2,000 has been used throughout this essay. The comparative value of $2,000 worth of land varied during different time periods, in the eastern and western states, during periods of inflation and deflation. It was worth comparatively more in the 1830s than the 1850s, and comparatively less in the 1860s than the 1850s. I made several attempts to create an adjusting-scale wealth model, analyzing those with one amount of real estate in one period, then adjusting that amount to what it would be worth during another period, or in a different section of the South. In 1870, for instance, $2,034 worth of land was worth $1,440 when adjusted to 1860 prices. But each time I tried such a scaled model, it fo undered on the number of adjustments that would need to be made, the crudeness of nineteenth-century wealth statistics, and the paucity of comparative data for various sections of the South during various periods. I chose $2,000 as a lower limit because it would be accurate to describe someone with at least that amount as entering a prosperous group during the period under study. In 1850, in the nation as a whole, where we do have relatively accurate comparative data for males aged twenty and over, those with $2,000 in realty had reached the upper 13 percent of the population; in 1870, they were among the top 20 percent. There were blacks who controlled relatively large amounts of personal property (including a few slaves who owned property) and no real estate, but their numbers are few. When appropriate, I have examined personal and total estate (real and personal) holdings among prosperous blacks, especially with regard to slaveownership (listed as personal property except in Virginia and some Louisiana parishes). See Lee Soltow, Men and Wealth in the United States, (New Haven, Conn., 1975), 65, 186. Louisiana that an institution called placage-white men contracting to live with black women and provide them with financial support-became firmly established. In addition, during the early 1800s, white (and free colored) immigrants from the Caribbean, often of French background, arrived in the United States with black spouses or, upon arrival, took free women of color or slaves as their partners.9
Whatever the specific circumstances, and despite the range of traditions across the Lower South, the vast majority of free people of color who reached the upper economic levels during these early years was of mixed racial ancestry. Most were children or grandchildren of white planters or merchants and slave women. They had received land, slaves, and other property from their white relatives. In South Carolina, the small group of prosperous artisans in Charleston during the 1790s, as well as those who in later years established successful businesses or became rice planters, were virtually all directly related to whites. The wealthiest free black in the state, James Pendarvis, who owned 3,250 acres of land, was the son of a white planter and a slave woman. Other prosperous free people of color, including John Holman, Jr., Elias Collins, Jehu Jones, William Penceel, William Ellison, and Margaret Noisette, were descendants of white men and slave or free black women. In Georgia, Anthony Odingsells, one of the largest black property owners, received his land and nine slaves from Charles Odingsells, an officer in the American Revolution. The most prominent "colored Creole family" in Florida, the Pons family, claimed descent from two Spanish officers. In Alabama, the two largest black landholders, Zeno and Basile Chastang, were the children of Dr. John Chastang, a prominent surgeon who had served as a medical consultant at the Spanish fort of San Esteban de Tombecbe. Similarly, in Mississippi and Louisiana, prosperous free people of color were of mixed racial heritage.1 o 9 E. Horace Fitchett, "The Origin and Growth of the Free Negro Population of Charleston, South Even with the advantage of inheritance, it took energy, industry, and business acumen for these people to maintain their property holdings. In towns and cities, free men and women of color took advantage of the continued demand for service businesses, the relatively small numbers of skilled whites and immigrants, and the general appreciation in city property values to expand their estates. In rural areas, they took advantage of the economic expansion in the West, rising prices for slaves, and increasing real estate values. Some speculated in city property or expanded their farm acreage, while others simply watched as the value of the land they had acquired years before appreciated dramatically in value. Improved farm acreage in Louisiana, especially along a river or bayou, went from $2 an acre at the time of statehood in 18 12 to $10, $25, $50 or more during the 1820s and 1830s. They also witnessed a rise in the value of their personal holdings, including wagons, livestock, tools, machinery, and slaves. Those who astutely managed their businesses or expanded their farm acreage were able to increase their wealth substantially. I I
To sustain their economic activities, free people of color acquired increasing numbers of slaves. Urban artisans--carpenters, bricklayers, stonemasons, mechan ics-purchased black apprentices, hod carriers, and helpers; merchants and business people bought haulers, carters, and stock boys; plantation owners pur chased house servants, cooks, mechanics, and field hands. By 1830, approximately 1,556 free black masters in the Deep South owned a total of 7, 188 slaves. Representing about 42 percent of the black owners in the South, they owned 60 percent of the black-owned slaves. In the Charleston District, 407 owners held a total of 2, 195 slaves. In New Orleans, there were 753 free black owners, including 25 who owned at least 10 bondsmen and women and another 116 who owned between 5 and 9 slaves. Although some of these slaveholders owned members of their own families, or loved ones, unable to free them by law, in 8 rural Louisiana sugar and cotton parishes, 43 Creoles of color (1.2 percent of the black slaveholders in the South) owned a total of 1,327 blacks, or lout of 9 slaves owned by blacks. In St. John the Baptist Parish, 3 plantation owners held 139 blacks in bondage-an average of 46 slaves each; in Pointe Coupee Parish, 8 planters held 297 slaves, an average of 37 slaves each. In 1830, approximately lout of 4 free black families in the region was a slaveholder.12
In their attitudes toward their bondsmen and treatment of their slaves, these To protect their property, free people of color in the Lower South formed small, tightly knit social and cultural clans, linking their families through intermarriage. In South Carolina, the Holman and Collins families were related by ties of kinship and marriage, as were the Ellison, Weston, Holloway, Johnson, and Bonneau families. In Charleston, the same was true for the Cole-Seymour, Garden-Mitchell, Inglis-Glover, Lee-Seymour, and McKinlay-Huger families. The free black of "status," one later observer noted, chose a marital partner according to three criteria: economic position, "cultural status," and free, mixed-blood ancestry. In Mississippi, John Barland, a wealthy planter, married Mary Fitzgerald, the daugh ter of a prosperous free mulatto in Natchez. Among prosperous Creoles of color in Louisiana, endogamous marriages were almost universal. Antoine Decuir and Antoine Dubuclet, the richest blacks in Pointe Coupee Parish, signed formal contracts concerning their children. In the case of Decuir's son, Antoine, Jr., and Dubuclet's daughter, Josephine, they drew up a four-page document (in French) specifying the size of the dowry and arrangements for the distribution of property. Benefiting from their exclusive family and friendship networks, their close associations with whites, the French and Spanish traditions along the Gulf Coast, and the westward growth of the region's economy, prosperous mulatto families in the region greatly expanded their property holdings during the early decades of the nineteenth century. While precise statistics are fragmentary, a tax assessment list for New Orleans symbolized the extent of the growth: a small number of property owners early in the century had increased by 1836 to 855 free persons of color (approximately one-third of the free black family heads), who paid taxes on property worth a total of $2,462,470, nearly $3,000 per property owner.15
During the 1840s and 1850s, this early expansion slowed considerably, as prosperous free people of color experienced the effects of a prolonged depression (1837-1843), increased competition from native and foreign-born white artisans (who argued that blacks should not be allowed into skilled occupations because they undercut whites), and, in rural areas, from the perennial problems of drought, flooding, fluctuating prices, and currency depreciation. A series of new state and local laws was designed to curtail their activities. Coinciding with these economic and political problems, a number of free people of color who had acquired their holdings during the early years reached their sixties and seventies. As they died, their estates were broken up and distributed among heirs or sold to satisfy creditors. 16 Despite such difficulties, the late antebellum era was not a period of decline for the region's most prosperous blacks. Although some areas, including Charleston, New Orleans, and a few Louisiana parishes, saw a drop in the number of black slaveowners and in the number of slaves they owned, in other areas, including Mobile, and several Louisiana cotton and sugar parishes, the opposite was true. Similarly, while the number of free blacks who controlled at least $2,000 in real estate declined in the Orleans, Jefferson, Natchitoches, and St. John the Baptist parishes during the 1850s, in other parishes and outside of Louisiana, increasing numbers of free blacks were able to take advantage of the general prosperity during the decade and to enter the most prosperous group for the first time. Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas, while the free black population rose less than 10 percent between 1850 and 1860, the number of realty holders with $2,000 or more rose from 28 to 72, or 157 percent, and the value of their real estate rose from $12 1,000 to $287,000. Even in areas where free blacks seemed to experience the greatest difficulties, some energetic and enterprising planters and business people substantially improved their economic positions. Between 1850 and 1857, New Orleans mortician Pierre Casenave, for example, quadrupled the size of his business operations. I S As Table 1 reveals, despite general economic difficulties and political turbulence, prosperous blacks in the lower states main tained a stable economic position during the tumultuous decade before the Civil War. Although comparable data for whites are not available, some tentative conclu sions can be advanced. First, the slave holding regions of the lower Mississippi river valley where the wealthiest whites in the South resided were also where the most number of free persons of color who owned at least $2,000 in realty went from 311 in 1850 to 263 a decade later, and the value of their holdings, despite rising real estate prices, remained approximately the same ($2, 1 88,000 vs. $2,317,300). The rise in city property values greatly exceeded the 6 percent valuation increase and did little to offset the 15 percent decline in the number of free people of color who had reached the upper wealth levels.
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Koger, Black Slaveholders, 37-38, 62, 121-23, 132, 136, 144-45; johnson and Roark, Black Masters, 70, 124-2 7; USMSPC, Emanuel Co., Ga., 1860, 960; ibid., Hamilton Co., Fla., 1860, 597; ibid. , Madison Co., Ala., Huntsville, 188; ibid., Adams Co., Miss., Natchez, 1850, 14; 1860, 44, 120;  prosperous free people of color owned their farms, plantations, and business enterprises. The average estate (real and personal property) among adult white freemen in Pointe Coupee Parish in 1860 was worth $14,290, in West Baton Rouge $18, 830, in Iberville $18, 330, in Jefferson $4, 470, in Plaquemines $8, 570, in St. John the Baptist $8,340, and in Orleans $2, 170. The average estate among free black heads of family in these same parishes included Pointe Coupee at $5,528, West Baton Rouge at $3,848, Iberville at $17,503, Jefferson at $2,270, Plaquemines at $3,686, St. John the Baptist at $3,568, and Orleans at $1,567. It was the substantial wealth of affluent slaveowning whites and prosperous free people of color in these parishes that pushed these averages to such high levels. Indeed, it is remarkable that in New Orleans free blacks achieved an economic standing not much below whites in the city. Second, the proportion of free people of color in the lower states who owned at least some property-54 percent-was not too far below the 66 percent for whites in the South. And, third, the figure of $1 ,500 mean estate among free black heads of household in the Lower South in 1860 was nearly two-fifths of the mean of $4,000 among adult white male Southerners.19 Prosperous free people of color were able to maintain their high economic standing in large measure because they did not pose a threat to the South's "peculiar institution." Edwin C. Holland, a leading South Carolina editor, noted this as early as 1822, when he wrote that free mulattoes were industrious, sober, and hardworking artisans and farmers who had large families and considerable amounts of property: "so far as we are acquainted with their temper and disposition of their feelings [they] abhor the idea of association with blacks in any enterprise that may have for its object the revolution of their condition." In addition, free blacks who owned barber shops, butcher shops, mercantile establish ments, and tailoring businesses or who worked as carpenters, coopers, builders, masons, cigarmakers, and bootmakers provided valuable services to whites in their communities. "Their labor is indispensable to us in this neighbourhood," noted James Rose, William]. Grayson, Benjamin Huger, and a group of other prominent whites in South Carolina in 1860. Not only did free blacks "command the respect of all respectable men" but they were also "good citizens" who demonstrated "patterns of industry, sobriety, and irreproachable conduct"; in Charleston alone, they owned property worth $500,000. Thus, separating themselves from slaves and less fortunate free blacks, forming exclusive family and friendship networks, and aligning themselves with the planter aristocracy, affluent free people of color in the lower states pinned their hopes and their future prosperity on the very system that held other blacks in slavery. IN THE UPPER SOUTH, prior to 1840, only a tiny number of free blacks-fewer than one hundred families-acquired more than $2,000 worth of real estate. Fewer still-not more than two dozen families-accumulated enough property to be considered affluent. Unlike the lower states, free blacks in the upper region had been part of a large-scale manumission during the 1790s and early 1800s. They entered freedom with few of the resources and skills required to accumulate significant amounts of wealth. Largely black, representing a much larger propor tion of the total population of color (by 1840, 12.5 percent compared with 3. 1 percent in the Lower South), and much more closely tied to the slave than to the white population, most free families of color in the Upper South had a difficult struggle to survive, much less to become independent landholders and property owners. As the free black population expanded from 30, 158 in 1790 to 94,085 in 18 10 to 174,357 by 1840 (compared with 2,199 to 14, 180 to 41,2 18 in the Lower South), free blacks in the Upper South were forced to compete with one another as well as with native whites, immigrants, and slaves for even the most menial jobs. By 1840, four out of five free blacks in the South resided in the Upper South; among them, a significant portion had been born in slavery or had slave parents.21
The few free blacks who did accumulate several thousand dollars worth of real estate were similar to their counterparts in the Deep South: they were most likely to be of mixed racial origin; they were often the children or grandchildren of whites; they usually received some assistance from white benefactors. The two wealthiest farmers in Virginia, Priscilla Ivey and Frankey Miles, were mistresses of white slaveowners. Two others, Francis and Alfred Anderson, were children of a white planter and his slave. North Carolina barber-planter John Carruthers Stanly was the son of the prominent merchant-shipper John Wright Stanly and an African-born Ibo woman. Several other prosperous North Carolina free blacks cabinet maker Thomas Day, merchant Louis Sheridan, and contractor James D. Sampson-had similar mixed racial backgrounds, while slave-born Robert Rentfro, a hotel owner in Nashville, was emancipated and given a bequest by his white owner. With its early Spanish, French, and Creole traditions, St. Louis was similar in some respects to the Lower Mississippi region, and the four most prosperous free families of color during this early period-the Clamorgans, Labadies, Mor decais, and Rutgers-were all descendants of early white settlers and black women. Louis Rutgers, who eventually amassed an estate of $50,000, was the slave son of Dutch immigrant Arend Rutgers, who had received a land grant from the French government a few years before the Louisiana Purchase. 22 1822 Yet, as was the case in the Lower South, those who received such assistance would not have been able to maintain their economic standing without a shrewd understanding of business affairs. Some benefited from rising property values or periods of general prosperity, but others aggressively expanded their holdings. In 1829, Joseph Jenkins Roberts and William Nelson Colson of Petersburg, Virginia, established a business partnership to trade in West Africa. They secured a schooner, obtained credit in Philadelphia and New York, and began purchasing finished goods to sell and trade for ivory, wood, and palm oil. Even as a slave, New Bern's John Carruthers Stanly, known as "Barber Jack," had acquired considerable real and personal property. Once free, he built up a large clientele, turned his barber shop over to his two most trusted slaves, and began purchasing rental houses and plantation acreage. Using similarly aggressive tactics, other Upper South farmers, merchants, cattle dealers, and business people expanded their property holdings during these early years.23
Although black slaveholding developed quite differently in the upper states-in 1830, only one free black family in fourteen owned slaves, most of whom were members of their own families or loved ones-some who reached the upper levels of wealth, like their counterparts in the lower states, acquired gangs of black laborers. Virginia farmer Priscilla Ivey, North Carolina merchant Louis Sheridan, and Tennessee farmer Sherod Bryant bought, sold, mortgaged, and hired black workers on a regular basis. During the period 1820-1828, John Carruthers Stanly, despite his own slave heritage, increased the size of his slave labor force to 163 blacks (the largest total for a free black in the South at the time). A regular bidder at local auctions, he primarily bought young men to work on his cotton and turpentine plantations. One New Bern resident later recalled that Stanly was a "hard task-master" who demanded long hours in the field and "fed and clothed indifferently." By the late 1820s, Stanly had become one of the leading slaveholders and wealthiest property owners in his section of North Carolina. His total estate exceeded $68,000.24
But Stanly was highly unusual. During this early period, most of the wealthiest free blacks in the region owned only a few slaves or had not entered the slaveholding class. They also controlled relatively modest amounts of real estate. In 1825, the richest black in the District of Columbia, Charles King, owned real estate assessed at only $4,088, while in other towns and cities of the border region Baltimore, Richmond, Petersburg, Lexington, Louisville, Nashville-free black During the 1840s and 1850s, the profile of prosperous blacks in the Upper South changed dramatically. A general upturn in the eClimomy from the mid-1840s onward-improved roads and river transportation, rising industrial development, new techniques for replenishing the land, higher wages, and growth in the demand for skilled workers-was partly responsible, but it was not only the general prosperity that caused the number of prosperous blacks to rise more than 100 percent during the 1840s and nearly 200 percent during the next decade. Nor was this change reflected in the small (29 percent) increase in the free black population. A generation after their parents were in bondage, free blacks had acquired a considerable degree of experience in dealing with economic matters. Some shrewdly began purchasing land when prices were low and either sold or improved their holdings as land values rose. Others gradually added to their realty holdings. In towns and cities, they purchased lots, unimproved land, buildings, and business property; in rural areas, they expanded their livestock herds, diversified their crops, and increased their farm acreage. Although a few entered more highly skilled occupations or started new businesses, most continued their same farming or business operations but with a better understanding of how to expand their holdings.
Those who reached the upper levels of wealth during this period had usually spent many years expanding their estates. Baltimore barber Thomas Green, who had arrived from Barbados as early as 18 13, opened a small barber shop on Light Street. During the 1830s and 1840s, he purchased seven rental houses, several vacant lots, and saved his extra earnings. By 1858, at the age of seventy-one, his estate-the largest for any free black in the state-stood at $17, 139, including $5,923 in cash. While not as wealthy as Green, Virginia farmer William Epps made a similarly remarkable economic ascent during the late antebellum era. Beginning with virtually nothing in the 1820s, Epps gradually purchased real estate and added to his personal holdings, until, by 1850, he was listed il1 the census as a "planter." He owned no slaves, but in 1860 his $7,700 worth of property made him one of the most successful black farmers in the Upper South. Virginia bondsman John Berry Meachum purchased his own freedom, moved to Kentucky, and then to St. Louis, arriving there in 18 15 with a few dollars in his pocket. Within a few years, he had opened a barrel-making establishment and begun buying real estate. At mid century, he owned two brick buildings in St. Louis and a farm in Illinois. His $8,000 in real estate placed him among the three largest black realty owners in the state of Missouri.26 As the careers of Green, Epps, and Meachum suggest, those who reached the upper economic levels in the border states during the 1840s and 1850s were quite different in background, occupational status, and sources of wealth from affiuent free people of color in the Deep South. At mid-century, according to the census, Epps was the only "planter" (among those with at least $2,000 in realty) in the entire Upper South. A few farmers owned small work gangs of slaves, but they represented only a tiny segment among the most prosperous free blacks. Indeed, by 1860, in Delaware, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, and Kentucky, the phenomenon of free blacks owning slaves for profit had nearly disappeared. Among those with more than $2,000 in realty in 1850, there were three times as many "laborers" as merchants. Next to "farmer," the largest single occupational category was barber: about 12 .5 percent of the black economic elite owned barbershops. There was 1 grocer, 1 grain dealer, 4 "storeowners," and 3 livery owners; 17 prosperous free blacks worked as blacksmiths, bricklayers, carpenters, or shoemakers; 22 others labored as cooks, gardeners, painters, plasterers, laborers, porters, or stewards. Meachum was the only cooper listed as having large wealth holdings, and there was only 1 mechanic. By the eve of the Civil War, unskilled and semi-skilled workers still outnumbered store owners and skilled artisans, and farm owners and barbers still constituted more than half of the most affiuent class.27 SHARP CONTRASTS BETWEEN PROSPEROUS FREE PEOPLE OF COLOR in the Upper and Lower South existed in other areas besides occu p ational structure. At mid-century, nearly half of the most affiuent group in the upper states was listed in the census as "black" (49.3 percent) as opposed to "mulatto," compared with about one out of ten (9.4 percent) in the lower states. While this was partly a reflection of the proportion of blacks versus mulattoes in the free black population in the two sections, the economic elite in the Upper South more nearly mirrored the free black population. At the same time, only a small proportion of the economic upper class was female (13 percent), often women who had purchased themselves out of slavery and acquired tracts of land over many years. In contrast, more than one-third of the most prosperous group in the Deep South (36 percent) were free women of color, often mulatto women who had lived with white men or inherited estates from white merchants or planters. In both Upper and Lower South, the group was highly urbanized, but in the upper states prosperous free blacks were more likely to live in towns and cities (compared with the general urban-rural configuration of the population) than their counterparts in the lower states. About one-third of the free black population in 1850 lived in urban areas, while 53 percent of the economic elite lived in these areas. In the lower states, more than 50 percent of the free black population was urban, and 65 percent of the upper-wealth group lived in towns and cities.28
Although only a tiny number of free black families in the upper states accumu lated at least $2,000 worth of real estate--one out of seventy-three in 1860, compared with one out of ten in the Lower South-during the 1850s, prosperous free blacks in the border states made considerable advances compared with their counterparts in the lower tier of states. Their numbers nearly tripled, from 213 to 619; they increased their total real estate wealth from $845,000 to $2,537, 100; they slightly increased the average value of their holdings from $3,969 to $4,099. Most of those who entered the upper-level group during this decade owned relatively modest amounts of real estate or increased their holdings by only a few thousand dollars, but emerging in the Upper South was a group of truly wealthy free blacks-Baltimore caterer Henry Jakes, Georgetown livery stable owner and feed merchant Alfred Lee, North Carolina merchant-farmer Hardy Bell, Tennessee gardener Lewis Doxey, and St. Louis tobacconist William Deaderick-who owned between $8,000 and $50,000 worth of real estate. Despite limited opportunities, they made remarkable economic strides during the last decade before the Civil War.29
They did so without forming exclusive social and cultural clans. The tiny number of prosperous free blacks, their wide geographical dispersal, the lack of opportu nity in higher paying jobs, and the largely black compared with mulatto popula tions resulted in close ties with other groups of blacks-less affluent property owners, propertyless free blacks, and slaves. It was not uncommon for affluent free black and slave families to be interrelated, and it was practically impossible (except perhaps in St. Louis), given the small number at the top of the economic hierarchy and their rather modest means, for parents to insist that their children marry into families of similar economic circumstances. Consequently, prosperous free blacks in the Upper South mingled with other blacks-slave and free-at tippling houses, 29 USMSPC, Baltimore, Co., Md., 1st Dist. , 1850, 226; 4th Dist., 1860, 147;  ibid., Dorchester Co. , Md., 1850, 42 1; ibid., 9th Dist., 1860, 1019; ibid., Alexandria Co., Va., Alexandria, 1860, 875; ibid.,jefferson Co., Ky., Louisville, 1st Ward, 1860, 74;  ibid., Davidson Co., Tenn., Nashville, 1850, 94; ibid. , 6th Ward, 1860, 437;  ibid., Baltimore, Md., lIth Ward, 1860, 560;  ibid., District of Columbia, Georgetown, 1850, 186;  ibid., Georgetown, 1st Ward, 1860, 3 barbecues, sporting events, and slave dances. They attended the same churches, joined the same benevolent organizations, and whenever possible, enrolled their children in the same schools.30 These demographic and cultural differences were also reflected in race relations. In both regions, of course, free blacks were confronted with repressive laws, periodic outbreaks of racial violence, and white hostility, but the close paternalistic ties of South Carolina and the Gulf region were largely absent in the border states. Whites in the upper states did provide "protection" to individual free blacks whom they deemed especially industrious, but rarely did they defend free blacks as a group. Nor did they believe that free blacks would side with whites in case of slave unrest or insurrection. Rather, they tended to view free blacks, including the most prosperous, as setting a bad example for slaves. Thus, while prominent South Carolina and Louisiana whites defended free people of color as "an industrious and honest people," slaveholders and planters in the border region, even those who allowed some of their slaves virtual freedom, castigated free blacks as "indolent," "thieving," "ungovernable," and "depraved ."31 By the late antebellum era, in nearly JUST AS THE CIVIL WAR profoundly altered the status of former slaves, it also created a new environment for fo rmerly free people of color. In the Lower South, the war and its aftermath spelled disaster for the great majority of free blacks who had, only a short time before, been among the most prosperous blacks in the nation. "When [the] war commence it [was] purty hard on folks," a free black in St. Mary Parish, Louisiana, recalled. First came the Confederates, who swept up the slaves, including those owned by blacks, and took them away to build fortifications; then came the Yankee raiding parties, who rode through the countryside, burning, looting, and pillaging. "The road all the way to Natchitoches," one observer said, describing the area where some of the wealthiest free people of color in the South owned their plantations, "was a solid flame."32 .
Following the war, the great majority of formerly fr ee black slaveholders were unable to rebuild their antebellum fo rtunes. After three successive crop failures, South Carolina rice planter Robert Collins, who had once owned a 3, lOO-acre plantation and seventeen slaves, was fo rced to borrow money from the Freedmen's Bureau to purchase supplies for his former bondspeople. In Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas, the Collins, Barland, and Ashworth clans experienced the same difficulties, while Louisiana's Creoles of color not only lost their slaves, farm machinery, livestock, buildings, and personal possessions but also much of their land. Among those forced to sell their estates for non-payment of debts were St. Landry's Josephine Decuir, who, along with her husband, had owned 112 slaves and had been worth approximately $160,000; Plaquemines's Andrew Durnford, Jr., whose father had been among the twelve wealthiest blacks in America at the time of his death in 1859 ; and St. Mary's Romaine Verdun, who had once overseen a large, highly profitable plantation.33
Statistical evidence reveals the extent of this decline. Fewer than one out of five (approximately 194 of 1,121) prosperous antebellum free blacks in the Lower South survived the war as realty owners, a persistence rate substantially lower than that for whites in the war-ravaged black belt of Alabama. Among the 194, 66 had dropped below the $2,000 real estate level and 128 continued to hold at least that amount. During the postwar years, the new entry rate into the $2,000-plus group also fell off sharply. Among antebellum free blacks who had held land and other property for at least a decade, the entry rate into the most prosperous group went from 131 in 1850 to 147 in 1860 to only 69 in 1870. The average realty controlled by the new entrants dropped in value from $9, 100 in 1850 to $6,200 in 1860 to $4,300 in 1870. Among free blacks who had entered the upper levels of wealth in 1860 and continued to be property owners after the war, including four who had migrated from the Upper South, more than one out of three (58 of 151) had dropped below the $2,000 level. The average real estate holdings of this latter group stood at less than $800. By 1870, the affiuent class in Louisiana and South Carolina, which had previously controlled $5,632,100 worth of real estate, 44 percent of the black-owned property in the entire South, owned land worth only $3,85 1,100, slightly less than 12 percent of the total holdings.34
Even those who survived the war with their estates intact-primarily, urban free blacks who had invested heavily in real estate rather than slaves-found it difficult to adjust to the rapid changes occurring in the wake of emancipation. Saddened by the passing of the old regime, disheartened by the loss of their privileged status, angered at being mistaken for former bondsmen, they ignored their business obligations during the 1870s and allowed their real estate holdings to evaporate. Three of the wealthiest antebellum free people of color in New Orleans, for example, became so despondent during the postwar era that they committed suicide. While such extreme responses were rare, in Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Natchez, Baton Rouge, and other towns and cities, those who had once been among the largest property owners quickly passed from the scene through death or the mismanagement of their holdings during a period of economic chaos.35
With the rapid decline of their economic fo rtunes came the disintegration of the pre-war clans of free blacks. Members of various families drifted apart or, as was the case for the Verdun and Metoyer families in Louisiana, subsisted on small plots of their once-great plantations. As fo rmer slaveowners, landowners, and respected "citizens" in their communities, they longed to return to the past. Among them, perhaps no one expressed their feelings more poignantly than Catherine Johnson, the eldest daughter of the wealthy Natchez, Mississippi, barber William Johnson, who had been brutally murdered in 1851 during a boundary dispute . Part of her despair was personal-the lingering memories of her father, the growing insanity of her brother, the financial difficulties of her mother-but these problems seemed to be symptomatic of a deeper anguish, an anguish caused by the incomprehensible changes taking place as a result of the war. " [T] o the present the past seems so Bright, so bright that I dare not call up its memories, for it makes me wretched to think that in reality I can never live them again," she despaired in 1866, "and I know that it is wrong but sometimes I do long to die."36
The Civil War also transformed the antebellum pattern of race relations in the 34 The persistence rate has been calculated as fo llows. The number of individual property owners in 1850 and 1860 who attained $2,000 in realty (1289 minus 168 who appeared in both census years = 1121) was divided by the number listed in 1870 who also appeared in 1850 and/or 1860, or 194 "repeats." Thus 194 divided by 1121 = .17, or 17 percent. The same procedure was used for the Upper South. The decline in realty holdings should be put in the context of declining postwar land values. In rural areas of the Deep South, the value of land dropped be tween 55 and 70 percent after the war. In the South as a whole, it declined 45 percent in real terms. In 1850 and 1860, in both sections of the South, a large segment of the most prosperous group was aged fifty and over. In the Lower South, in 1850, the fifty-plus age group constituted 41 percent of the elite property owners, and in 1860, 48 percent; in the upper states, in 1850 and 1860, 49 percent. A significant portion of these property owners died of natural causes during the 1860s. For comparative purposes, however, since the mean age-late fo rties-and proportion above age fifty were so similar in two sections, the death rate would have had a negligible effect on the comparative persistence rates in the two sections. See Roger L. Deep South. The old paternalism, which had governed the relations between prosperous free people of color and whites, rapidly changed. The worsening economic condition of former planters-both white and black-the racial tensions created by Reconstruction, the entry of formerly free people of color into the political arena, the ideological differences between whites and blacks over the Fourteenth (citizenship) and Fifteenth (franchise) amendments pushed formerly aristocratic whites and formerly free blacks away from one another. Of course, there were ideological and political differences among ex-free black business people and planters, but most of them realized that, as one Alabama Creole of color who had formerly held himself aloof from blacks said, "our future is indissolubly bound up with that of the Negro race." As blacks moved into the Republican party, the party of Lincoln, their former "protectors," who had previously signed petitions in their behalf, joined the Democrats. Whites in the Deep South could only lament that formerly prosperous free people of color proved to be nearly as "disloyal" as their former slaves.37
As the position of property-owning free people of color in the Deep South declined, a new black economic elite began to emerge. Since census takers did not ask questions about former status ("Were you born a slave?" "Did you gain your freedom prior to the Civil War?"), only the vague outlines of this new elite can be discerned, but a number of indexes show that, as the antebellum group so closely tied to the white aristocracy lost economic status, former slaves and formerly propertyless free blacks emerged as leading property owners. For example, the total number of Deep South blacks who owned at least $2,000 worth of real estate rose 81 percent between 1860 and 1870 (706 to 1,278). Before the war, 86 percent of the most prosperous group was mulatto and 32 percent female; during the postwar era, these two indexes had dropped to 56 and 19 percent, respectively. The mean realty holdings among mulattoes dropped from $9,082 in 1860 to $5,448 in 1870, but among blacks, who now comprised 44 percent of the upper-wealth group, it rose from $4,056 to $4,367.
N EARLY AS PRECIPITOUS AS the decline of formerly free people of color in the Lower South was the rise of free blacks in the Upper South during the Civil War decade. In contrast to the lower states, Upper South black slaveholders had owned few slaves; except in Virginia and North Carolina, they were often far removed from the fields of battle, and they did not experience the same severe depreciation in the value of their pre-war holdings as did free people of color in the lower states. Indeed, in some areas, especially the border towns and cities, property values actually rose during the 1860s. Formerly free blacks in the upper states also benefited from an increasing demand for skilled and semi-skilled workers, less fear by whites of "Negro domination," at least compared to the regions densely populated by blacks in the lower states, and the short duration of political reconstruction, which in the lower states was marked by prolonged periods of racial strife and violence.
Their ability to improve their economic position varied in different sections of In urban areas, those who had previously carved out a niche in the local economies as artisans, draymen, livery operators, stewards, and barbers, or who had managed small businesses, were often able to expand their operations. Opportunities in the professions and government service improved. In addition, the rapid urban population growth stimulated new demands for service-related employment. As in the rural western states, a significant proportion of those who controlled at least $2,000 in real estate in the Upper South's towns and cities were formerly free blacks-Wilmington's Charles Agnes, listed as a laborer; Baltimore's Augustus Roberts, a barber; District of Columbia's William Cole, a coachman; Alexandria, Virginia's William Gray, a butcher; Richmond's James Woodson, a boilermaker; Shelbyville, Kentucky's Thomas Ballard, a merchant; and St. Louis's James Young, a steward. Typical of this group was Chestertown, Maryland, restaurant owner William Perkins, who increased the value of his property holdings from $2,300 to $5,500 between 1860 and 1867 and, by 1870, after establishing a 38 Computed from USMSPC, 1860, 1870; ibid., Mason Co., Ky., 1860, n.p.; 1870, 518; ibid., Hancock Co., Ky., 1870, 212; ibid. , Braken Co., Ky., 1860, 221; 1870, 276; ibid., Greene Co., Tenn., 1860, 368; 1870, 364; ibid. , Rutherford Co., Tenn., 15th Dist., 1870, 78;  ibid., Andrew Co., Mo., 1850, 59; ibid., Andrew Co., Mo., Nodaway Township, 1870, 278; ibid., Clark Co., Mo., Jackson Township, 1860, 780; ibid., Clay Township, 1870, 467; ibid., Carroll Co., Mo., Wakenda Section, 1870, 414. popular oyster bar and ice cream parlor, again nearly doubled his property accumulations.39
The number of postwar blacks who reached the higher economic level rose twice as fast in the upper states as in the Lower South, but the group's profile changed only slightly, suggesting stronger continuity with the past. The proportion of blacks and females among the most prosperous group remained relatively stable, while the mean holdings rose from $4,099 to $4,375. Both the persistence and new entry rate were higher in the upper states than in the Deep South. About one out of three prosperous antebellum free blacks in the region (approximately 197 of 634) survived the war as realty owners. Among them, 61 percent (120 of 197) remained at or above the $2,000 level. Following the war, nearly five times as many formerly free black property owners in the Upper South, compared with the lower states, entered for the first time the most prosperous group (316 compared with 69); and, even with this large discrepancy, their average realty holdings stood at nearly the same level as their counterparts in the lower states ($4,000 compared with $4,300).40 In all, by 1870, approximately 1,8 14 blacks in the region had acquired at least $2,000 worth of real estate, a threefold rise in a decade and a figure that now exceeded the number of affluent blacks in the Lower South by a substantial margin.
At the same time, the changing profile among the most prosperous group in the region, especially city dwellers, suggests that some of them had recently emerged from slavery. Not only had the number of prosperous urban blacks risen sharply-285 to 978 or 243 percent-but nearly one out of five worked in menial occupations such as waiters, servants, porters, laborers, hack drivers, and laundresses. In addition, the portion of upper-level wealthy individuals listed by census takers as black had risen from 40 percent to 55 percent during the decade. Indeed, by 1870, there were nearly twice as many prosperous urban blacks in the Upper South as affluent blacks and mulattoes combined before the war. The percentage of this group listed as illiterate also rose during the decade, from 33 in 1860 to 43 in 1870 (including those listed as semi-literate). While none of these comparisons deter mines the pre-war status of postwar affluent blacks absolutely, and while some ex-free blacks could be found in each of the above categories, taken together, they strongly suggest that some members of the upper-wealth group had been antebel lum slaves.41
The South's new population center for affluent blacks, surpassing Charleston and New Orleans, was the District of Columbia. During the postwar years, blacks obtained government clerkships and teaching positions, started small businesses or continued the enterprises they had managed before the war, and entered the professions as doctors, lawyers, and ministers. Profits were to be made in the building trades, as the city witnessed a rapid expansion of its population, which in turn stimulated growth in construction and home renovation. These new demands Not only had prosperous Upper South blacks greatly improved their economic standing during the postwar era, but their family and cultural values also made it easier for them to adjust to new conditions. Most of them welcomed the general emancipation as a glorious day when they could be reunited with their loved ones, mingle freely with various groups of blacks, and establish churches, schools, and benevolent associations free from white control. While some of them became involved in politics, they identified more with freedmen than with their counter parts in the lower states. Despite various business activities, William Perkins of Maryland, for example, devoted much of his time to organizing schools, investi gating ex-slaves' complaints of unfair treatment by whites, seeking redress for parents from the state's apprenticeship law (which allowed children to be bound out as laborers), and serving as a representative of the Freedmen's Bureau. Like other prosperous blacks in the region, he felt compassion for the masses of recently emancipated slaves. 44 In race relations, too, formerly free blacks in the upper states discovered that their independent status served them well during the postwar era. Most of those who owned farms or businesses still had contacts with whites or served white clienteles, but they had never felt the same connection with the white planter and slave holding class as had their counterparts in the Deep South. Formerly free blacks in the upper states therefore were not tied to the fortunes of the white aristocracy. More self-confident, able to mix more easily with former slaves, and viewing the formerly dominant class with suspicion and skepticism, they could more easily build on their past experiences during the postwar era, to advance not only their own cause but the cause of freedmen as well.
Even though these regional differences reveal how property-owning antebellum free blacks adjusted to postwar conditions, the question of how significant numbers of lower-level free blacks and former slaves were able to enter the highest economic group during the postwar era remains. This development seems all the more remarkable since it occurred in the midst of declining land values, the rise of the Ku Klux Klan and other such groups, the refusal of whites to sell land to freedmen and women, and the declining fortunes of the antebellum planter class. The paucity of scholarly works on black enterprise during the middle period makes answers somewhat tentative, but it appears that, ironically, some postwar difficulties may have actually been beneficial to blacks. Improved farmland sold for between $15 and $25 per acre before the war; it now sold for between $2 and $8 per acre. In addition, during the war, nearly one out of five Southern white males ages thirteen to forty-three had died, and tens of thousands of others had returned home physically disabled or mentally impaired. Free blacks and emancipated slaves also suffered during the war and its aftermath; but the comparative death rates, at least from what we know, paled by comparison. Moreover, with freedom came a new energy, a new enthusiasm for determining one's own fate in life and acquiring an economic stake. Black leaders urged their people to become economically indepen-dent and self-sufficient. 45 Although none of these conditions necessarily resulted in economic improvement, and the masses remained landless, in every section of the South enterprising blacks achieved a measure of prosperity by acquiring significant amounts of land and property.
During the 1870s, these trends continued. In the Lower South, the small group of free people of color who had owned large plantations and gangs of slaves--once the richest group of blacks in the United State�ontinued to decline in number and wealth. Even in Charleston and New Orleans, where postwar economic activity quickly revived, the value of the average holdings of blacks who had been at the top of the economic pyramid dropped sharply. With a prolonged depression beginning in 1873, continued violence and political unrest, and another generational change, which witnessed the death and breaking up of the estates of several surviving formerly free people of color, the number of prosperous pre-war blacks remaining as large property owners by the late 1870s could be counted on one hand. 46 Although affluent free people of color in the Lower South failed to maintain their unique status and economic standing in the postwar era, formerly free blacks and former slaves in the Upper South continued to gain entry into the most prosperous group of farmers, skilled artisans, and small business people. During the 1870s, despite the economic problems of the era, the most prosperous group continued to expand, especially in towns and cities. Compared with whites, who had twenty-two out of every hundred families at this wealth level, this group remained tiny even in the Upper South, with only about .5 percent of the region'S black families having acquired such wealth. But remarkable shifts occurred following the war, and prosperous blacks in the upper states had significantly expanded their estates.
THUS, IN THE THREE GENERATIONS beginning in the 1790s and ending in the 1870s, significant changes took place among the most prosperous group of blacks in the South. During the early years, only a tiny number of free people of color, usually light-skinned mulattoes directly related to the slaveowner class, were able to achieve a higher economic standing. Their ranks included a substantial number of women, and two states in the Lower South-South Carolina and Louisiana---contained most of the economic successes. By the 1830s and 1840s, this distribution had begun to change, with the gradual emergence of an affluent group in the Upper South, largely urban and black, often with direct ties to slavery. Prosperous free blacks in the two regions developed different social and cultural values, maintained different relations with the dominant race, and engaged in different occupations. The Civil War accelerated the changes that had begun during the 1840s and 1850s, and, by the 1870s, a new black economic elite had emerged in the South, one that had forged its existence on the ruins of a vanquished civilization. OnJy a decade before this remarkable transformation, some of the most prosperous blacks in the South had been considered "a species of property" themselves.
A Note on the United States Po p ulation Censuses
In several sections of this essay, I have relied heavily on the U.S. Manuscript Population Censuses for 1850, 1860, and 1870. During these years, census marshals were required to "insert the value of real estate owned by each individual enumerated" and, from 1860 to 1870, the value of personal holdings including "bonds, mortgages notes, slaves, live stock, plate, jewels, or furniture." They were to obtain this information in dollars by personal inquiry of each family head. Personal inquiry had· its limitations, and, during the violent summer of 1870, census takers probably fa iled to canvas 6 or 7 percent of the South's black population, although this was surely not the case for property owners, among the best-known and most stable members of their communities. Despite its limitations, the middle-period censuses are the only primary sources to connect racial identity with property accumulations for the region as a whole. Consequently, they are a remarkable set of documents for understanding the economic changes among prosperous blacks during the middle period of the nineteenth century.
To obtain data on the black economic elite-those with at least $2,000 worth of real estate-the manuscript censuses for these years were perused and information gathered on each individual in this category-surname, given name, state, county , town or city of residence, age, gender, color, realty holdings, personal property holdings (1860-1870), state of birth, literacy, and the names and ages of those listed in the same household. These data were supplemented by biographical information on prosperous blacks missed by census takers but listed in local probate records, tax assessment records, and reliable secondary works (in 1850 and 1860, approximately 4 percent of the total). In some of the supplemen tary sources, the color or gender is not indicated; these "missing cases" were excluded in determining the total percentages. In eighteen cases, individuals listed as whites or Indians in one census were listed as mulattoes in the next. Since other evidence suggests that they were persons of mixed-Negro blood , I have included them as mulattoes.
For comparative purposes, I have obtained data on all black property owners listed in the 1850 and the 1860 censuses. The huge increase in the number of census-listed black fa milies between 1860 and 1870 (from approximately 52,000 to 900,000), however, necessitated that I use a sampling procedure for property owners with total estates between $100 and $900 in 1870. For this group, data were taken from every twentieth page and its fa cing page of the manuscript volumes (total = 7,855). These were considered to be 5 percent of the total in 1870, and thus the data on the fo ur antebellum elite blacks fo und in this group was multiplied by a fa ctor of twenty. From the group with $1,000 or more total estate holdings in 1870, all property holders were analyzed.
To analyze property owners who appeared in at least two censuses, I placed blacks in "elite categories," depending on when they first entered the most prosperous group. These
